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In th• following m~terial . We shall be·coniernea with the 
~ 
' 
· second-order partial differential eq·uation,. 
<. 
au + 2b u + c·u + f ( x, y, u, u · , ·u ) , = · 0, · ·' (f) xx .. xy yy x. y 
-- " . \ ... 
J i n wh i ch u = u ( x , y} is a f~nction of the indep~ndent varia~ 
,Y 
l b t e s x and . y ~-- - The c o e f f i c i en t s ..._a, b , c a re con t i nu o us fun c t i on s o f 
... (" 
x and y, hav.ing as many derivatives with respec.t to x and y ~s 
is necessary to the discuss i ono -- + 
; '"' ' To facilitate our study of characteristics,. we shalt, 
"' under certain conditions, be ab le to reduce· the ((near 0 second-
order partial diff~rential equafion; ! 










, .... , 
+ .cu + du +· eu + h·u + f = o,-.,' 
'.~· 
(2) 
'yy - )( Y ... 
to one of three canonical formso This reduction will be· possi-
. -8" ble if we effect a·change of variables, writing (2) in terms of 
u,~, U~T)'· U~T)' efCoj where ~ = ~(x,y) and ~-= ~(x,y), are 
partiCular functions of x,y._~ _ It is supposed thctt :~;:;j / O, 
' so that t-hese·equations define x and y implicit.Ly as f~nc.tions 
o·f -~ and 11 o 





in -terms of the -new variables ~-and n we 
·'. . 
·.,-, .__· '-". 
have: 
.U.··. x· = __ U·y; -PX +· U 1'). ·, --
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Using these expressions to obtain u 
/ 
-~ and T), we find 
xx' 
etc., in terms of 
'\ 
2µ}:T}~ Tl · + .uJ:( · + uTJTf - , 
', · X X ', XX XX 
with analogous expressi~ns for u 
. xy On .subst.ituting and .u • yy 
these values in &7uation. (1•) we find_ ... · 
- . . 
. . 
. . . 
o(ul;;l;; +.,2~ u~ 11 + 7u 11 TJ .f 1/J(f,, Tl, u, u~, uTJ) = 0 
{ _1 : where, 
CX: a(i ) 2 . + )2b~ ~ + c(, )-2 
x 
_xy y 
' 2 Y= a(Tl-) 
- )( 
+ b{C, T) 
X y 
+ 2b Tl ~ 
X y· 
+ -~ 1l) + cl;.Tl] y X y y 
·2 
+ C (fl ) 1 
. y 
.,.and .equation. (2) be·comes 
·.J 
. ~-.. :• 
' .. 
tX u J:'; + .. 2 ~ u 'P ri +- Tu_ Tl TJ +- [ u 'F + £ u + h u + :f = o. o 
',~ ~ ) I.;, ' . 'Tl 
1o2 In order to find. canonical form~ for equat~on (3) we 




. ~, b, c · in the expre)s s'i.ons' for IX, /, 7. Ft rs t we sha l l invest t-~-- --




. az + .2bz ·+ c = O, 
has two .rea L roots, say 
_ .. 
2 












In t.h is case the quadratic 
\ 
.--_ .. :, 
- r.',.)"· 
A ,, I 
2 so that 
A1J(z· A2 >0 -- .,;- .. -·-· •· _($.) 
qi 
··-: 
' , .. -._ .. 
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,,.,,~:J this p·o i ~-t Let us choose ~- and Tl so· that they ~·a't-_ is fy .· .. 
the following two equations: 
., 
,. 










t) = ··)\ T)·. 
" 2 .y 
. ' 
Substituti·ng ·these,.·vaLues of ~ and. 11 into our expressions 
)( X " 
.. 
for · ()(. and T we · find: 
' 
fX = a.(~ )-2 . + 2b~ ~ 
X· X y 
.a.·_n-cJ 
2 




r= a(Tl ) 2 + 2b11 11 
X - X y 
2b ( ;\2Tl ) T) y y + C (11 ) 
2 
y 
. ' .... 
= ca A 2 + 2b ,A + 
, 2 2 
. ' 
Henc·e by equation (6) lX = l = O, for all. x and y • 
That it {s possible to choose ~ and Tl in this seeming Ly 
arbitrary manner we can Justify by c~rtsidering the following. 
Suppose 
u. 
~~ + · A1 (x,yJ = o, 
These equations will have unique ·familie,s of solutions if 





hal.te c·on ti nuous first par ti Cl. L derivatives with 
(8} 
respect to x and yQ Si nee i and /\ 1 A2 can each be expressed as 
an aLgebr~ic combination bf·a,b,c and a,b,c are known to possess 
· c on t i n u o u ~ pa r·t i a t · d ~ r i v a t i v e s .o f a L L n e c e s s a r y 9.. rd er s i n x and. 
·.~ 
-1· 
. __,_~. . .· -·- -· - . 
', 
y, ~e knoW .A
1 
.and ).2 h~ve continuous first partiaLS with r"es-:-
pec.t t:o x and._yo·; Let the· solut·i,ons of the two f,i-rst order 
~· . ~ . 
....; 
. . . 
.~ ,_;_ I 
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~. + ~- . . 11.. = 0~ 
JC' y -dX 
•. - •i ....... 
-~ . 




= T} · .• ·' 
0 
Tl + Tl 11_._ o, 
x y dx -
d 11 A .-:!.2..--~ 2 · d,c - . T\ I 
.. y 
-~ 





·~:· -_ .' .. 
·~ 
(7). Note that 
I'll.<'"';;. 
this choice of ~'and T\ satisfies the condition that they be 
.,/ 













~ ~ - T) )( y 
-





- ' y X 
.A 
. 2 which •contradicts ac -
... 
Next, we wish to show that 1·1 o. To·do this we consider 
.ill>'" 




tr2 )(~ Tl )2. 2 (ac ~. Tl (9) o<-Y-! ,= 
. X y y )( 
..I' _,,, 
We can justily this equality by expressing r.x'l".-/ 2 in deter-
' 
. m ; l't C ~ +- -;,;..-" ,#, ;,-:j: ~o Q ·----~------... ~----------.. -----· 
····"-·'"' ,,,.,, .. """ .. " ,, .• 
- 'f's_ - --- --- - - - --- ~---- -
D( 
·I 




a ~ -11 + b ( ~- - 11 + 11 ~ ) + · C ~ ___ T) 
.. )( ... )(...... . . - -- . X . ·Y· -. - ··-" . y . . - --- -Y· y 
• 
a(~ ) 2 + 26~ ~ +·c(~ ; 2 · 








, ~ . ; 
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{ 
~ 
' ·ca~J + b~ )~ ·+ (b~ + c~ )'~ ( all + bl'\ )~ + (b'l . 1+ cTl· )~ y . . .,, )t' y· X x y y .>t y 
" 




\ i .. " 
C.a~ + b~ )11 + + c~ )11 (a11 
4J. 
+ bl'\ )T\ + (bTl + cTJ JT) 
" 
y X (b~ X r y X y. 
" 













~ Q~ + b~ y x Y· 
11 b~ + c~ 
y . " y 
~ ~ ,, y X 
" 
-11 -~. 11 y y y 
!J 
~ (l ,, . i 
X y 
(~ Tl )( y 
. 





bl') + cTJy 
" ~ 






IX =~- T =· O, this shows that 
,. 
~ ~ • b ~ 1') a 
X y· t " X 
.~ 
Tl T) b C Tl -)(, y y y 
)I, 
., ~- ~ x· y a b ~ · ~ · 
" y 
-7 11 T) X y b C T) T) )( . y 
... ~ T) ) = ( ac 
~ )(. 
/ 
is equal to the product of 
·two non-zero factors ~nd hence iis different- from zeroo Hence 




which will be0cnown as the canonical- f·orm 'for the case when .. 
2 . 
ac _,- b < Oo · We shaL l also refer to it as the hyperbolic caseo 
In this case 
. 
e qua. t io,:, ( 6) bee ome ~ 
,, 
_+· 







az + 2bz. + -c· ·=· a{z ..;.· ·. A7·J(z_:-·· ;;.·;· 1',·2:J = ,0:.. . . ·,·' •; ··--·: :· ·.·· 
/ 




~ As iri the pre~ious case Let ·us c~oose ~ in such a manner that 
' . 
', t:. = ·A ~ · an,:i specify Tl as an arbitrary function independent 
·x 1 y', 
' . 
~ ... r., 
. ' 
4) ... 
;• .? . .. 













. "' . 
"· 
'I>: 




... • ·.•· •· . . .-,. . . · -, ,,,, ... 
:of. . 
• • ~ •• ' ' " • ~'I. ' ••• ''' •• • fl. 
.. , , ........... . 
'I • 
~ . 
··, .. ' 
t· ; ... 




.. _· ... _--~-. 
• 0, .-
'.l', 
Pa·ge 6 · 
' 
of ~. ·_·This ~hoice .6f_.~, makes .fX =-·o, and then equation (9) 
shows .. that 
. "'-~ 
/ = 0, · s i M'C-e QC -. b2 = 0 • • since if it Now·· 71· O, 
. I 
., were we ·would have 
' '· 
Tl . Tl ~ ~ ~ 
" A1 and thus " )( " y o. - - - =·r, or -T) Tl 







Then ~ and 11 wou L d, not be-» independent. We • at arrive 
.,, 
' ' 
U· :: 11 'l.· 
as the canonical form for 2 ac - b = o,· and·refer to it as 
the parabolic ca~eo 
f 
·1 ;4 Final Ly, .suppose·· ac ·-- b 2 >oo If we al Low comp Lex 
values of, and Tl, equation (6) will hav~ two distinct solu-
., r,,,. . .a 
,r "' ~' 
tions ).. 1 and A. 2 . which are- complex conjugateso Again choosing 
~and~ satisfying T) - .A2Tl ' X ·Y 





. .,.· ' 
. , ""' . 





2 . , 2i' 
-~.··~· ·_. 
~ I ' 
' ·. \ 




The t ran.sf ormed We note .. _that ~ 1 and 1) 1 are independee.·t and. reaLo 
-----,--.... --~ :!.- . ·. .. • ',, \. .. . . -
. - ' --··"· -
. \ •. 
. . .. ~ . . .. '. 
• • • • J ' • .,, · .• ·.... •• • • ~ 
•' .~,--,-----·_"-~ ...... -.~~-'--:- - ..-.. -.~ .. · ... · ···- "--······- ... _,. 
. __ ,., .. -.-(!' . 
. . 
. ! ' .r 
u -,r ,: + u T}. Tl . = ·G. ( ~. 1 _. 11.1, .u, u,: , u ~ ·) ., 





We· refer to this case as "be 'i n g e L l i p t i c ., 
I . .· 
''9""': i L l us fra te the el L ip.t 1c.· case 
0 . :'' 
As an examp Le to 
•, 
Let u_s 












'' .. . ... 
··-










•• -'7.~ .. 
.• ,1 
.,:• 
' . ~ -- . 













~~nsider the equdtion .~ 
. :: ·-. 
u + yu .·: = o·~ 
xx . yy 
(y>O). 
1· 
No·te that for y>O the equation is no·t ettiptic • since 
imp t i es i n t h i s case 1 • y + 0 > 0. 
''" 
Solving equation (6) we have 
·2 




= z + y = (z +"ifi)(~ 
"' . 














. ·A 1 - ifi and A·· - ~i{y. -· 2 Apply'jg the t>-ansformation given. 
~""-









2ix .. Tl· - - )(. 
- 2i - ,. 1 





)( = u,,, 
1 
u· 
xx : UT] 11 ' 1 1 
U . : ···-U-p y: 
yy ~ y ":>1~1 - ~u~ . 2,.Jy- 1 
.~ 





+ yu yy 
·,.._ 
= U + Uy:,y: -
_.Tl 1 11 1 ~ ~ 1 1 . . . 
1 
.. 








II~ °'F.. + U ~ .., ' l') T} 
1 1 1 1 
~, 






- ' 1 
~.1 
• 
. ..... -···. ,. . . . . .. ~ ... .:.... ·- .•,..; ,. :· . :: '; ,.~ 
~·-
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.. 2, 1 · When dea Ling with ··an ordinary ., if f ere·n t~i a L equation of 
· thf/1 fir$t order, ::; = f (x,y) . . -1 defines an angle Q = tan f(x,y) 
,- . 
which the tangent to· an integral c·urve must make with the • x-ax ts., ,,.,:,1 
·,,# 
-and the solution of-the equation consists of the set of c u.rves 
having the 1 given direction at any point in the xy-pLane. · 
Analogously, a Linear partial differential equation of the first "'' 
order, 
Pu + Ou .- R = 0, )( y (16) 
~-
.. 
may be though_t of as determining at ra,ny point of three-space 
I . 
a directirin P,Q,R which by the differential equation • zs perpen- . 
dic~Lar to the direction u ,u ,-1. 
X Y ... 
But this Latter direct ion is 
normal to the integral surface u(x,y,u) = constant. Thus P,O,R 
0 
·. i s t an gen t t o t he i n t e g ra L surface o A curve having the direction 
P,Q,R at e.ach point is cal led a characteristic curve of (16). -
.,• 
Any surface built up from characteristic curves turns out to be 
.. 
·-
' an integral surface of the differential eqµation. 
· 2-. 2 In a simitar way we can inv,estigatejthe pro~Lem of· 
" ,, determining solutions of li~~ar second~6rder partial differential I / 
' 
- . 
equations by considering ordinary eqaations of second order. 
r ,. Concerning_ the latte-r, the ini t iat conditions prescribe a point 
,· 
.,, in the pL·ane -through which ·the i~t~grat • curve ts 
. ( . : . 
--- __ ,, __ , .... ~--•- ,. ~ .. - ' . 
. .. 













..... ,_,,. '· 
,. 
~ 




- . ) 
. ·~ 
Page. 9 . 
. . .,. •';\' . 
a tsoprf!ISCribe the slope o'l. tle iritegraL curve at that point. 
. . . 





variable ',1 and its derivat (ve ·co·rrespondi ng .:·to a given va Lue of· 
th!!. indeptnd1tnt variable x. · In the case of a partiaL. differential 
!~ 
' 
equatio~,- the anaLogows initial conditions prescribe a curve C in 
space which is tQ,r .. fie in ·the· integral surfac_e and also prescribe 
!} 
Ci· 
the orientation of the tangent p Lanes t'o· the i ntegr,a L surface 
·atong" that curve. 
t"" 
These conditions are equivaten·t to condition .. s 
J - --





u along the projection ·c of the----c-u-rve C onto the xy'-pLane. y 0 
' 
However, the values of,u,u ,u cannot be specified in_~ completely 
. X y 
•. ; 
··i_ndependent way if u is to be differentiable along C since if r·is 
0 
a parameter prescribing position along C we.have 
0 
• 
u = U X + U y X y , 
where the dots indicate differentiation with respect to·~. 
(17) 
A curve C (n space, together with values of u and u specified- in 
' X y 




may also define as a curve endowed with a planar element .;, 
f 
at each • • provided the planar element through, the potnt, passes 
" 
tangent to the curve and the orientation of the planar element 
\.. 
varies contin~usly as we proceed-along the curvee Should the 
planar elements be tangent tq the integral surface, the strip is 
·----···· c::a L Led an integral strip of th-if--first. order. 
~ . ' 
Finding a solution 
'r.:. 
. .......... . 
ts 

























... . r: c,,. • 
,a ,,._,,,. ti.. 
' . I , '~·• '' 




•;,.) · ..... 







. -·· -·;. '.· 
, I 
J 
· Page'. 10 
~ . 
=- .s • 
•· .... ' 
... --- .. ~, 
•a-••••-··-------•·-r-- ---·--, 
u = p'~ ·, 'u 
, " y 
: q,. · .. U. 










. . , 
T_h~n I equa ~ion 
r, 
. ---
' ,.. -.•.) 
. t-•-
ar + .. 2bs + ct +·d = 0 • (18) 
L 




,. Hence, ·if ·we .consider" a space curve giv_en in terms of the para-
meter ~ . .. I • .. \ ' 
)( . . : )t (1") I 
0 0 







= p OX O + q Oy O • 
,. 







. ~ {;t9) 
,, 
u(20) I I 
I 
We v/itt now investigate··whether it is possible to~express 
the solution of the Cauchy problem in the form of a Taylor'suseries 
expansion about a point T 
0 
of the initial 
• 
curve._ At r the coor-
o 
dina1.es x y and :he derivatives p q are known. o' o o'' o We now-have to 
determine the values of r, s, to' By. equation 
_, 
ar + 2bs +ct= -de 
('18) "" we have 
I 
(21) · 
If .we differentia.te p =· p (r) dnd q (r) with respect to1'\i.we have 
,. 0 0 o, 
le 
. -" ' • • ",'·. ' po := p )( + pyy - rx + sy X 
' • • • • qo - q)( X + qyy - sx + ty - -
(22)_ 
·. 
•,:•'" .... ,.,;,.. 
-. -- --··--· ~ --- ., . . . ~ - _ . .,' ·-- ,. '-·~···· ...... -~·--,·· .. ~ ··- ··-
·- __ .. ---------
' 
,, .. ~---· .... ---•-~····~ ....... ...,, _..,...... ' :o· ............. , .. ,. 
--~. ~. ····-~ -·~·-.,.... ....... · ·· .. _,,_·-·~·. ~-----,-··-~·--·· ·-··· 
The· th~ee equations. gi~en by .. (21) and .(22) wi LL have a uniqa.,e 
·\· 
soLu't-ion in r,s,t if and only if the t;leterminant of thtir coef- ' ...,.. 
':" J. ~ ficients is not zero. But 
• 
-t,, . .,.. •,! 
' 1\ 
,-,•:: 
-.=-' . . . 
j• 
,-,.,. .~.1('< 
' . ..,  
• I 
: 





















' / /·., ' . . . .. \ : 
1. , . 
•-·' 
' ' •... · ,,. --.:. ~ ~ .. ... ... .. . . -·.·:· - --· . ,/·.-· .,,-- --
-~ 
I-'• 
i-... -· -· .•. -- ,,, · ,:· r· · ··· - ;:· . ·--.: .. ~--- ·: -- - . 
-
.· :;; \ 
... ) 
,; -
'2b. ··--·-a C .. 
; '. I 
I 6. • • ' ·2 . - ,2 - X y 0 - ay 
-
2bxy + C>t - • 
• • 0 
" 
y 
~ Henc-e if I 0 for the space curve g i_ven J 
' 
r, s, t are uniq"ieLy determ·ined along it. I 
' ,·,--
- ~ --.,c., 















. . ( 1 9) ,' then 
It turns o u·t: -ffiiif- ·fh·e·-- ---
. same cone! it ion guarantees unique va t'ues· for a.LL the higher par-. 
tiat derivatives of u. We may reasonably expect th_en, that there 
exists a unique. integral sur·face of equation (18) which includes 
the strip consisting of equation ('19) and u , u along it sat is-x y 
_fying equation (17). 
Now suppose that for all ~oints on the given space curve, 
• 2 • • • 2 ay - 2bxy + ex = O. (24) 
"'\... Then we cannot solve equations (21) and (22) for s untess th~ 
.... numerator determinant • the so L ut ion by Cramer's rule • atso 
tn 
ts 








• • • • (25) 
)( p· 0 - o, or apy + cqx + dxy - o. -
-
·, . 
• • 0 q y 
t. 
------- -· ·,-
He,nce .. if both equations (2/iJ) and (25) are sat isf_i__e_d____!!!e .CJ:ltl _LJ.-nd---~~.--·-----... ------
infinitely many·values of r,s,t satisfying equations (21)·and 
·_ (22) •.. r,·equatio-n (24) is sat·isfied ·and equation (25) is not 
then no solution exists • . -... -- - .. : 
.... ' t:··--··-;r-·-·-
L 9 l. 
~(x,y) = ~ 
0 
,/ 
, I (26) 
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t i a t i ng .Yi' e .t d a ~- ; +.· ~ y = 0. )( y If we- use thi.a eq'i,*t{'on to etimin- ·-,. 









= o. ~ y 
,~.- ._ ..... , .. __ ._ -\'... ~ ·.· .. -· -.. . ~- ....... ..-.-: L. 
'(27) .. · )( 
' 
.. 
In this case we caLL t(x~y) = 
ti on ( 18). 
'" 
~ a characteristic curve of equa-o 
.. 
... 
Let us an~Lyze equ~tion (24) for the thr~e case$ discussed 
previously, th"at is, hyperbolic (ac· - b 2 < O), parabolic 
-, 
- 2 -
- . 2 (ac - b = O), and elliptic (ac - b > 0). We can rewrite equa-
tion (24) • the f orrn· a(*/.2 2b (!!.l..) o. Then tn - + C -dx 
,, 
+ Jb2 + Jb2 ,:, <!1.. ,'y 2b 4ac b - - - - - ac I (28) 
- ,, dx · 2a a 
. ., 
'-a~ d for a real solution we must have b - ac non-negative. 
r 
That is, characteristic curves exist for hyperbolic and parabolic· 
\ \__ Linear equation~ of sece~d order, but not for elliptic Linear 
eq~atiohs of second ordero If our equation is hyperbolic, that 
2 
ac - b Z O and a F O, we have two families of curves in t1he xy-
pLa~ if it is parabolic, ac - b 2 = O, 
f gmi Ly. 
l there will be one such 
2.3 In order to investigate the relation of characteristic 
curves to second-order discontinuities_ of an integral surface we 
.a -
• t SI 
·-,-·····---···-····--·---·· - . ···-·--··--. ·-·-----... -··. ~-- --·· .. ·-·- -·--···· 
-,continuous at. aLL points in the xy-plane with the exception of 
. 
. 
·points ·on t--he curve 'f,, ( x, y) -= ~. , where ~ ( x, y) has de r i vat i ve s of 





> aLL necessary orde.rs. ) Let _P1 and P2 be variable points on either 
. 
. • d 
~~~--------·---S t e 
. \:· '• 
> . 























'. -- - _,. .... - -
J 
I . 
····-~ .< ,~~---·-- i..-
~ 
- njump· of f at P " (29) 0" 
. -·· . . ~ ..... · 
.We sha-Ll refer to the directional derivative off at P atong ~ 0 
the tangent to E,(x,y) = ~ 
0 
as t.he tangential derivative of f 
at P
0 
(assU'lning, of course, f h&s first partial deriyO.tives). 
Since ~- ,,~, i·s a vector normal to E,(x,y) = E, , the vector X y 0 
~ ,-~ , being perpen·dicutar. to this, L-ies along· the· tangent. y ' "· ' . 
· Therefore, the tahgentiat derivative of f W·ith respect to P · is 
0 
f ~ (P ) - f ~ (P \ \ o)1 df X l_ 0 l. )( 
- -
' dT - I ~ (30) E,~ (P ··-- ~2(P ) + ) 
·x 0 y 0 
' (' 
_ If the right ~ember oi equation (30) is 
-~· 
is on the curve ~(x,y) = E,, then we 
0 
shalt say the tangential derivati~e of 
df 
f' dT' is continuous on 'f,(x,y) = ~ ~ 0 
·~ 
It will now be possible to show that if a solution·u of 
equation (3) ,,i has sedond_or-der discontinuities· along a curve 
~ 
~(x,y) = ~ then this curve. is necessarily a c.haracteristic 0 1 
curve of equation (3). 







c on t i n u o us de r i v a t i v e s o .f a L l o.r de r ~~~ x_ c f!P~ ___ J_b a t -· ai_c_ __ e_y__er_)!__________ ·-~--· .. -·-'--~-.. --· .. ~--·---.... ··--. .,.....,-..,..., .. ,_.,.---,.,_,....--1.:.,.~-: ,.,...,.,.,...eu.,,:n•~---•l,.._..~._.,.,...~ • .,-... ,._,....,.~••••·•.-~,;!'1'"'-"'""'""~'"-'""'""'-'"'''~ ....... ,., .. ..-,,. r~.,,.,.,..,.,..'I'!'""' ,.~"l'"''~~ .. ,. .... ,. ...... _,,.~,,.a•••~-_.,..,..,~-"" ... ,._.,_~--·---,..,·---··--.--,. .. ~.,,,.._.., • .,.. __ r_,. .. ,..-..... , .. _,~---
) 
-.. - ~-~ •:- ,.;• ~ ---
,· 
• I .. ,, 
P.oint along ~(x,y) = ~ not al L of its second derivat ivers are· 0 ~ 
'\!.' 
continuov..s: Further, suppose.,.that at all point.s of E,(x,y) = .. 0 . . \ 
u· and u have continuous tangential derivatives •. The Last 
" y 
.. \ 
a,ssumption ( dux and duy continuous) implies that for aLL 
dT d .. r 
. ' 





'' -.,, .. , .... -., ··-·· _.,,,._, ...•. ' •.. '. .. - -
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· p:, int s on 
·~1-~ ( Jt I y) .. = . ~ ~- . t t»-e ;f O L L ow i ng e >t pre S S i On S Q re CO 11 t in U OU S : 
. 0 
u ~ (P) ·- u t (P) 
XX y O ' xy X 0 
~,f~2(P) + ~2(P) 
X O y 0 
, 




,, I (•, .,!J 
u ~ (P) 
xy y o - u t (P) yy" 0 
+ ~2-(P ) 
y 0 
.. 
But in each expression for a particular P ~d-e,.nominator is 
0 . 









. · xx y . o xy >< o 
= tim [w1(P2 ) - w1 (P1)] = 0 
P1,P2-->po. 
... 
since w 1 is continuous, and hence 
' 
- Lim (""[u""~Y(P2 ) -' u"Y~Jf<(P2 )] -
then 
P1,P2_,,.po 




= '-~ ( P ) l i m [u ( P ) · - - u ( P ) ] -y O xx 2 )t)( 1 
P1,P2~po 
.. ~- (P ) 
)( 0 
~· (P ) [u ] = O. 
. x o · · xy, p 
" 
• 
::: 'f.y(P o) [ u":']P 
0 0 r .. 
JSetfing .w2 .=· u .~- (P) - u ~ (P), we have similarly xy y o yy x o 
= ~ (P ·) [ u J 
_ y o , xy p 
0 0 
Thus 
_: ~ (P ,) r u ] 





































' ,.., ~-; 
'~-: ' 
jj 







' ·• . 
--~ 
,o ... l' '.~.' .. ' I· 
- . 











·--~- . ,_. 
I, 
·r· 




We can therefore write and -
. -





-=---~- ·~ (P ) L11xx] , . X O ~ ] -
· ~ (P ) . 11 xy p · .. p y O .; 
0 0 
If we set 
' u 
~ ~ yy p. -
I\ = o 
we can write 
~2(P) 





, " 0 










. ·~~ ...... 
·(33) 
[ 11xx]~ =A~!(Po)' [ 11xy]p ;A~J/Po)~y(Po) ·~["yy]p =A~!(Po), 
0 0 · 0 
. t 
Now consider~ defined by C:.(x,y) = ~ 
·O 
and a function Tl 
given by stipulating that· (f(C:,, 1l)) 11 
df 
- -
- dT • We shat L show that. 
A as defined by equation (32) can be written as a function of 
T} al one. 
·, 
..... -.,..;. 
Earlier I found that we: 
2 2 
u - u~l,~,c + 2u~T)~ Tl + UT)T}~y -
"" - . " )( 
when we made a change of variables ~ --




=--u~~x + UT} T}X and u· - u~~ + u,, fly )t y - y 
~nd u11 are also continuouso In addition 
' -have continuous tangential derivatives. 
and 
'du 
" , dT u 11 11.x) T) = '--.,U~Tl~x + 
. ·, _(-_· 
' , . 
-~-




'f,{x,y), ·l') - 11(x,y). 
-
Hence the two equations 
take~
1





we know that u and u 
" y 
That is, we know 
..... ~ .. 




.. ---··-~· - .. ~. -~· · .. ··--~- . -~·--· 
,_ .- ·--.: .-- : . -. 
• . ' i\ 
~r 
.. 
·' ' . 
-~ 



















.. ... ·•"" , .. , ..... ·· 




~ .....• , 
... 
.. 
. .. ~ ~ . '.:. 






where···-·the right memb'er of each equation re~~esenta a continuous 
Hence·~the functions u?TJ and u·, are·continuous. 
~-. ~ . T)'l . We. 
then consider '\ ' ' , -· 
[u xx] = L im [ux x(P 2 ) - u (;1)~' ; 
. "" '....J 
" 
p p p --+p 
o··· 1' 2 o 
.. 
- u,,(f ;~;(P %) ] + ·. .. I 
--
. [2u,T)(P:),x(P2 )~y(P2 ) - 2u,T)(P1){.x(P1 )~y(P1)] + 
[uT)T)(P2 )~:(P2 ) ... u1')1')(P1 )~:(P1)] + [ui(P2)~xx~· -
.,. 
Bt the· continuity .of u'TJ' u~l'l' uTJ and u~ the jump of each of 
these functions-disappears and we are left with 
0 
. 2 ~'' u' ,c p 1) 'JC' ( p 1) J 
= ~:(P0 ) Lim [u,~(P2 ) ~· u~,(P1JJ = 
1,P2--->po 
~:(P 0 ) [u,~]P • 
0 
Hence , . fro',,, the de f i n i t i on o f , ;\ we f ind 
-~. 







~We originally assumed- that at every point of the cu_rve 
' ' 
~(x,y) = ~, ~t least one of.the second derivativ~s of u was· not 0 ~ 
eont.inuous.· Thus at e.very poin't of lhis curve, at Least one. of 
~': - . 
·tHe quantitie~·[u~], [uxy]• and [u J is not zero. This implies 
, .... _ .· Y); . 
that A.; 0 since by equatf on. (33) A appears as a factor in each 
' . '.'q / 
. . 





.Hence at ~verypc,int/·o-f ~,(x,y) =· 1.s non-zero.· .- .... 
. .... .... - .. -•,.,........ ... ( ' 
\.,-/ ' 




















··~ ..... ,, ..... , ... _.,,: 
.. 
'" ..... ~' 
~' . 
.. .. :··-.·, .. ,.,. 
~~-~ . 
: l,i ----· -
-· \ 
• . .. , 
.,.,~-"'7-·· -.-..,.-
... ' .. ,~ ,,. 
I 
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Again the continuity of ut~' ~~n' ut, and u~ will reduce the 
jump of the left member at P 
~· ~ to IX [ui;;i;;]p . 
0 
Thus we have the 
e, qu~ ti on.:.· · 
(l [ ui;;i;;]p = Oo 
0 
But we have just shown [u!;I;; 1 to be non-zero at every point of 
f,(x,y) = ~ , which imp Lies tX :, O, at every point· on the curve. 0 
By our pre v~i o us e v a L u a t i on for O<. : 
. 1,,-:, 
2 t • 
O(= a(~) +·2bC:, '1 + ·c ( 'f, ) 2 = Cl y (35) )( X y 
which is nothing more than~the definition of a characteristic 
curve. 
/ 
If we then differentiate equation (3) with respect to f, 
·we . .. ob ta in : 
\ 
u~f,f,'O( + u,,,,.cx f, + 2u1;1; 11 · ;1 + 2ul;; '1 .4 i;; + U.'f,~'1 · r + u:' 7 Tl'l f, + 
.,. 
u~r,·f + u ~. + ~ . f,· .. ·u· . € + . ~11 . . . u € Tl . f, + u h ~ .. + uhf, + ff,.= o •. 
The term involving O( equals zero by· .our previous work'and the 
t e rm s i n u ~ 11 , u 11 Tl , u 11 , u ~ , u, f C:, ·a, L l van i sh due t o c on t i n u i t y 
(36) 
,-
when we evaluate the ~ump of the left mf!!Jnber of equation·· (36) •. 
. 
-
·~---We know also t·hat th-e ,term· invo_Lv_ing u~-T)T) vanishes._ Hence we 
:~----..... 
can write i 
L, 
.-.. .-1". 
-· "-'- ~··--·-·--· · __ .. ·-· ... _~-- ·---~- ' ·. 
.• -~ .• !• 
I , /J 
I>" 
'•' 













•( ·. '. 
"!"· 
.. . 
Ji_ -·.- - ·- ;. ; ... \~":-.... ~ 
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't'· 
!· , ... 
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,-, 
· ,...f... · · ·· ·.· :~ ,/"'' ... ,;· r~ ::_ ·· t. ·· -.... · 
· fu~t1P («t +t") +.· 2 /3 [u,;;t~J P = o. 
· 0 . 0 , ..• ~ -. ·~:·_ .". - .•.:,. 
··-... ~ ·: .., \ ' "" 
~., .. 
,' 
Re.membering that . we '}<now 
or 
, i d~ I (nJ which can be wrl t ten ~ = l\•w ·, • The general s·otution of this 
e qua t ion i ·s · g i veri by: 11 
J 5 w(~)dn-
11 





G-onsequentty, if on the cur ~(x,y) = t tne function A(TI) = O 
0 . 0 
for··some 11., we know ,,\(11)= o. ---But/1\(Tl) =: 0 would impLy·that 
' 0 . . . ' 
all the second derivatives of u were continuous at atL points of 
., . 
the curv~o Hence ~he discontinuity of· the second derivative must 
exist at alt points of the_ curve or at noneo 
J 
2.4 As an example, suppose we.are gi.ven the equation of a 
charasteristic x = g(t) where x(distance) and t(time) are the 
independent variables~ Let a solution be given which is identically 
zero when X <. g(t)o . 
·x 
If we suppos.e secon.d order 
discontinuity 'of z on g(t) =·x, 
then we can assume u(x, t) #,o 
·-.·,...:. 
for x ~ g(t). Since a second. 
-~ 
order discontinui.ty at .a single 
~oint on th~ aurve implie~ second order discontinuities atong the 
entire curve,· we,can th'ink: of the region x > g(t) as 'being gener-
~ ~t~d by a disturbence or wave (~~~,t
0
) # 0) propagbted.atong 
,•, 
;t 
Jc by the wave front~ g(t ) = x. 
' 0 
• 










.· .•. ':.:;~: ~f.-'. . r.-
•'i .. '. 
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., . . 
•• ' ,. ;.f!-
• ?. 5 · · 'phe preceeding· work· on second- .order di .scont inui ties can ~ ,. 
- l.· 
. ,· 
). ,· ·_i 
~e'ext~nded in an anaLog~us manrier t~ higher order discontinuities. 
·, 2.6 ,Let us ·c·onsider as an example the case of -two dimensiona-L 
1·\ fLuid·_ftow, .where .the velocity depends on. x and y but not on the 
time t. Let u and v be th~ components of veLociiy1along the x-aAd ~---· 
; /, ,y--..-.., 
p.. 
. .. .,. 
y axes. respecfi·v:ely and P the density of the .f tuid at 0 point (x,y)~ 
Then we can express the pressur~ P -in terms of density, the velocity 
2 of sound c,_ and a constant p
0 
by P = c f + f
0
• Computing the 
.j 




.u i J r., l u = u )( + - u + u V .. X y X y , 
(I C' t!" 
( 
V = V )( + V y = V u + V Vo )( y . X y 
.,That the acceleration at a point (x,y) is given by 
a : ( U U + .U V I V U + V V) o X y X y 
.. 
D i f f ere n t i a t i n g the exp res s i o'n for pres sure , we ob t.ci. i n , 
p c2f x anc/ p 2 ... - ,... fo - - ..... . )( y y 
C We Newton's second l F • terms of its and can express w =\ ma_ tn )( y 
~ The x-co~ponent of'adceleration is u and of force per 
2 un i t mass -i s c f o. 
)( 
2 Hence, fdu +cf = 0., same manner we 
.:c.. dt .. X 




·dt + f(u + V) = 0 X· y ----··- ..... 
La (Du)-= -~u·· + _Q u = 0 and the 
. X T _ : f, X, - I--: X 
l 




y-component -a· (f v) =· ~v .. 1'.. fr V = Oo y \. y .~ y- Combining yields l 













- --.. -c-,"- .. ,.-~~----,----,:,----~----lll!llall---------------· ... I·, . 
'' 
····· 
_ .... -.....-------·· 
' ·~ 
~. :•~ . 
. ----· ·-----· ~ 
I ;~-···· ' 1, 
·--
' . (.' 
f. . 
~-------- _ .. - ~-----~-. --~ • - 1-, --- - •• -. --. -
Page 20 '3 ··--· 
+ V ) . + f u + p . V = 'O; 
y " y . 
~- >_ 
./ .. · The.rs· -we have the three equatio.ns: · · · 
•. .•, .. 
2 P ·u.u · + p vu -+ c ~o" = 0 X ,y 5" .... ,, 
if . 
2 0 cpy = f UV + f VV ----· + )(·. y 





vf y = O, 
.__ -
f·(u +v}+ 
. )( y ', 
from which we wish to determine :u,~,p. 
., 
Oh changing_ independent variables from x,y tot,~ these 
eqµati6ns become 
+ f' v~ ) y +· ) 
v~·(f u~x 
+ vl;~l;y 
-· . . .... 
- . . . 
~.The. characteristic curves are0 those· along which ·these equations 
do not determine u~, v~ and p~ uniquely. This means that the 
determinent of the coefficients of u~, v,, Pt must eq~al zero. 
Thus 








0 c 2 ~ 
)( 
2 ' ?(u~ + v{) c ~ 
X y y 
~ ~ ; u~ + v~ 





. ·:· ~; 
- f2c2~2(u~ + v~) = y )( y 







Equati~ri (40) ·wiLL hold when .. either of the two factors 





. · / 
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wr__. ...... -···--- ., ·r I fage·21 - 4 - .. 
- ................. ..:._ ..... ~ •.. • ... ,•,l'-4•• 
I V 
· Th, i s sh ow s t.ha t the · d i rec ·t i on o f the v e L o c i t y . spec i f i e d by -
-- ----· ' u. \- .. ~ 
\.coincides with the tangent to F.(x,y) -= 1; which shows that the 0 
-
_family ofcharac"teristicshas the same dir7ection as.the flow of 
-the . L i q u i d",. 
"I. 
If ·th·e· second fa.6tor· is zero, (u~ 
' . )( 
then 
) ~-~( u·? -
I ~-
+ "~ )2 
.y 
' 2. 
+ ~ ) = o, y 
I If the dis~ri~inent of this equation is less than·~ero, we have 
what is ca Lt ed the elliptic. case and there wi t t be no real 
f am i L i es o f c ~ a r a c t er i s t i cs . 0 n the o the r hand, i f 
-
4u2v 2 - 4(u2 - c 2 )(v2 - c 2 ) ~ 0 0,- then 4c 2v 2 + 4u2c 2 - 4c4 = 
.... ~, 
4c 2 (v 2 + u2 ' -·~c 2)? o·, 2. 2-~ 2 and v + u =co Hence, in the hyperbolic 
case 
...... ~ 
. ; ,. 
r .:.. 
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-- SECTION I I I ) 
• f •• 
>. 
Problem of Ca'!chy for Hyperboti.c Equa~ions 
/ 
3.1 .We now wish to show under what conditions the general 
hyperbolic equation 




i.... ',f' • 
w i L L posse s s a un i q ue so t u t i on o We sh a L £ as s ume th a t i rt a · part i c -
utar domain of the xy-ptane and a domain of values of_ u,p;q, the 
functio~ ·f is continuous with respect to x,y,u,p,q and has cont in-
u o us · f i rs t part i a L de r i v a t i v e s w i th resp e c t t o u, p , q, even 
., 
' " 
. -- ·-. ~_._;·. ....... ,. ., _____ ,...,. __ ...... ~-.~- ~ 
though in our subsequent calculations it will be sufficient to 
assume f 
u' 
f , p f satisfy the Lipshitz conditiono q It wilt thus 
be sufficient for us to assume the difference quotient is bounded. 
With this· canonical form we kn·ow a= c = O. · Hence the ,. 
defining equation for a characteristic curve, 
,,,-.,.,---' 







But this means that the characteristics are Lines paraLLeL to 
(42) 
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meets no characteri~tie in more than one point, we can write the· 
that y•·(x) exists and is continuous·· for atL x in ques .. tion.-
3.2, The appropriate initial condition consists of prescribed 
~ 
values of·u, p:"'and q at·points of_C. If xis used as parameter 
. ~-





= u ( x , y ( x'¥) = · U ( x) , 
0 
p(x,y(x)) ' p (x), - -
- - o· 
q(x,y(x)) - - qo (x). - -
µI 




U' - + q y,: ' \. 













If we assume .that p (x) and q (x) are continuous with continuou·s··-··- ... 
0 0 
derivatives, fhen we know by equation ( 4 4) t,h a t U ( x) i s c on t i n -
0 
uous- and possesses continuous derivatives·. 
{' 
Fur t he r, i t i s p o s-s i b L e t o as s i g n the i n i t i a t ,.,.,v a l u e s 
U (x); p (x)· ~ q (~) ~ 0 




on the curve C without loss of generality. To justify this 
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we are Led to an eq·uation of the~same type a.s our _origi,naL 
. - ~ .. (?ano-,:fi ~a L hyperbo L.i c equa ti 9n, but with zero in it i a L condi ti ona,. 
The change of variabL.e is u = v + t(x,y), where 
,. 
U (~) + (i - y(x))q (x). 
0 0 
Differen __ tiating',first with respect to x, we have 
: ~ · = U' (x) - y' (x)q (x) + (y - y(x)) q' (x) 
X O · o. 0 
. / 
"' \ 
= p (x) + q (x)y'(x) - y'(x)q (x) + (y - y(x))q'(x) 
. 0 0 0 0 
,, .. 
. 
= p (x) + (y 
0 
- y(x))q' (x). 
0 
Differentiation with respect toy yields 
the curve C, where y = y(x), 
q (x)_.~"Hence, 
0 . . 
. . ~(46~. 
on 
on the curve C, .v = d,· V 
X = 9, Vy = 0 0 Since v - u - l xy - xy lxy 
we have v 
xy :: f (X I y ·, U I p t q) - ~ . xy - g ( x, y, v, ~ , v ) " We kn ow th a t ~ )( y ' 
the function g is continuous, 
' '-
so that the new equ{f'ion is complete_Ly 
similar to equation (41). Thus we may without loss of generality 
( ·'"-.-., . . . 
make use of the above initial. conditions tn the following discussion. 
3o3 __ We now construct an integral equation which we shall show 
i s · e q u i v <;1. L en t ( 4 1 ) , b u t ha v i,r, g the add i t i on a l de s i ra b l e f ea t u re o f 
Lending itself more readily to an exi-stenc~ disc~ssion. In the 
' 
c:ase :o.f: the g·enera l hyperbolic equa't ion we sha Lt ~e ab Le 'to find 
a unique solution valid· for a. finite- region about the curv·e under 
consi'derationo Atso, · it will be shown that certain boundedness 
conditions on t1'e .. function f, nec.essary., in the general case, may . ,, 
,.,_. .. 
... , ...... , / 
. ~' 0 
. \., 
. 'i ,, 
' 
; - . 
. 1 
. _ .• , ,: 
'·""''' ".J" 
























.~:~e dispen·1J·ed with for the Linear hyperbolic equation and a unique 
,~~olution will exist throughout.~ whole domain containing the 
t. 
Consider a curve C in the 
xy-pLane and an arbitrary point· 
P(x,y) connected to C by tines· 
paraL Let to the'~"-x and y axes . 
Let us integrate equation (4~) 
. . 
with respect to·y along the Line 
' 
C Q 




BP and with---respect to x along AP. Replace x andyby the 
v~riabLes of integration~ and~ respectively, and recall the 
..,. 
X 
initial conditions: u = u = u = O, for all points on C. 
X y Then; 
p . . ~ J f(f.,y, u,p, q)df,, (P) u' (A} ,_' - u 
-
- u (,JJ) 
-
A y y y 
(47) 
J f (x I T} I U Ip I q) df\ - (J (P) u (B) - u (P ).· - -
B X )( X 
-
To obtain an integral equation with unknown u, we first replace 
the upper limit Pin the second integral above by a variabLa 
f" 
poirfila(E,,:y) .. on the line AP, and replace B by 8 [~,f(~J]. The 
X 
resulting integral is· the_i, integrated with respect to~· from 
A . t o P, th a t .. i s fr om ~ = a · t o ~ -= · ~ A . Th i s g i v es 
J, ('f., T)' u' p' q)d1ldf. 
., ~, 
q 
. ea . 
=If ,r~,~,u,p,q)d~d~ = 
. 
I' A 8 
)( 







' J, .. · 
·~. 
.;1- \ 
. ·,j \ 
I .. 
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Or, 
' I • • • 





We - have shown th.at a necessary condition for u · to be a 
/ 
solution of-- equation (41) satisfying u (x) = 
. p 
p (~) ~ q (x) ~ 0 
0 0 
for all points on C, is that u be a-solution of (48). To prove 
the sufficiency of this condition suppose u(x,y) satisfie$ (48) • 
We note first that u(P); 0 for any point Plying on the curve C, 
since the r~gion of integration of the double integral degenerate~ 
to a point. Equations (47) th•h show that u and u vanish at 
.. X y 
) 
points of C. Finally if we differentiate (48) with respect to x 
we obtain, 
u (P) u (8). 
X X 
On differentiating this equation with respe6t toy we see that 
u must satisfy the original different tat equation, 
u = f(x,y,u,p,q), 
xy 









3.4 We shall now proceed to construct a sequence of integrals 
which w{tl converge uniformly to a Limit which we shaL( prove to 
be the desired ~olutfon u(x,y) of the initial value problem. f'his 
. 
result wilt in general be applicable only. in a restricte.d--region 
... 
of the xy-pLane containing the curve C, since we wit l need to 
.. 
_i-rr,p_osecertain,r~stric-t-ions on the .values of the function f. 
We shall use Pica·rd 1 s method of succe-ssive approximations, 
an·iterative method giving successiv~ functi~ns which in favorable 
. ~--- : ·- ... -. .:·._:.: .. ·.: ;... ... : .. -.-·-·---~----·'-·- .. - : .. : -·- ··- .. -.·.·---~---: ..... t:,,(,.•I .-, ,• ' 
" 
•. ,.t-............. ,'4 
t. -· 
' 




.... ·I'' -;.· 
..... 
• - - ·-- - ,- , •• _ • .,. _ _ ::.;.:,_;_._ '---,-·c._ : ... ' 
'. 
-~ ·r.t.··· ,.·, 
1/ 
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.• 
cases tend (over a certain interval) toward the exa~t solution. 
Let u =· O,. p = O, q =· 0 be taken as the first approximation, 
an~"-- put _ ) 
u 2 ( x, Y) = J,('f,, TJ, O, O, O)dlld'f, c::J \ 5t 
.- ·_··. i 
-\ .. P)f", y) 
q2/.(~,y) 












\ ~ \ \ 







= -a u (x,y) x n . 
a 





= j f ( x, Tl, u 1' p _ 1' q 1 ) d!}, n- n- n-8 . 
. p • 
= J f('f,,y, un-1'pn-1' qn-1Jd'f... 
. A .. . 
-
Fi~st we must determine under what conditions these in1egrals 
(49) 
(50) 
will existo We know that f is continuous with respect to x,.y,u, 
8 
\~ . 
' p,q and further that f has continuous first partial derivatives 
with respect to u,p,q for a certain domain of these va-Lues. 
. l This imolies that if we choo~e uip,q within the region under con-
, 
· sideration, that is described by max( lul ,.· fpl, \qf) ~ K, th~n fhere 
wi L l exist q positive number M such that f , f , f exist and 
u p q /ax (If I, 
'
f \J<Mo. q . ·~ This is true because a continuous' I 
~ ··- "···- , \"-nc t ~on on a c L J'sed b o unA•c1 set is it se l f b o:Unded. 
··Let G be a r_egion in ·t.,he xy--pLane con·taining the curve C and 
..,,. 
l imi"'ted by the' requirement that every Lengtb. such as AP or BP from· . L } . 
. 
. 
. - ' ,(,I · ... -.r. .. 
-~ 
to a poi.nt· P of the region· shat L be less than a. the curve 
,. Let 8 be a region ,in xyupq-space in·which (1,y) Lies~ in G 
-, 


































a f d f u / , J p I -, a.n d I q I a re each t es s th a.n K. 
, ~ 
L fe tn B, -- ~qua ti ons (50) show · \ 




\_ \ ,, 
\. \ i 









wit l also Lie • 8 provided qn in 
. 




. 2 we choose a such that Ma. < K 





·and Ma< K. · 
r_./ If we apply the law of the 
mean to the dif_(er1ence un+ 1 (P)_ - -~n(P) we hav,e 
u (P) 
n+1- - u (P) n 
-
f ( ~, 11,. u 1 , p .. 1 , q .1)] d ~ dll. n- n- n-
,, 
] f + rqn - qn_1,q1d~d11~ Pn-1 p L 1J j CJ 
~ .. - -
·where f .- · f , f den o t e v a t ue s o f the fun c t i on s f , f , f from the"\_,. u' p q 
· u p q 
intervals [un_ 1 1 _un], [Pn-t , Pn]·, [qn_ 1 , q,,] respectively. 
But' from the preceding discussion we know that for alt P(x,y) in 
- - -the region G, max( )u\, JpJ, /q}) ~ K, and hence max( If J, ff-,, /f I)< M. 
l} 
. ,· u p q 
Thus, 
a 
. ( 51,) 
~-:::, 
u I + I· P . - P t I + /q ., - q 11~ d ~ d TJ __ • n ..... 1 · · · ·· n n- n · n-(u ~(P) -, n+ I \ 
-·--··· ----··-·-··-·······- ----~~"!.'"2;..;' -·--··-· --- . ---- ·-····· •·····-· .. - '-·· ...... -- . -· ----·. --··· --- . - . -- -- •-
Ne x t , i n v f!1 ~ t i g a· t i n g t IJ e _di f f ere n c e_ -: p n +· 1 (P) - P n ( P) , 
R 
-
= J [f (XI 11 I U Ip , q ) - f {XI T) I U 1 Ip 1 ; q ·, 1 J]_ dl'l 8 n n n n- n- n- . p 1 (P) - p (P) n+ n 
~ {{[un- un-1Jfu +[~-n~ ~0~1Jfp }[qn: qn=1]f q]dTJ 
,) I ' r1 
- - -




f ' f p q 
'i 
~-. 
















\ . ,, ,,; 
- ;.1_·- -
I 
... _;, ,; T H, Mw:::i · · t · · ';;ieilrii itrt · 
r .-. .:'"· .(, ·_ . ~ 
,, 
-._. 
-~ -·-. •----·-·-· '. --· ·-. - ·--- ·- -· - . -





. P- - - . 
. IP . 1· (P) - P (P)/< Mj'(f ~ - u '11 + /P - pn, -1/ + /qn ___ - q.n--1/ )d11. . n + . n_ 8 n n- n 
. . 
...,_ 
\_ ' . ;.,,, 
.Simi larty, 
- q (P)J<M}(Ju - u 1-1+/p - Pn_ 11+/qn- qn~1/-;;~~ ~ A_. n n- n 








.J p;, .,.. 1 ( P) - p n _ (!') / -c. Ma Sn , d. n d .'' 
·, 
.. 
/ u n + 1 ( p) - u n ( p )_/ + / p n + 1 ( p) - P n ( p )/ · + · / q n + 1 ( p) - . q n ( p )/ -
L Ma 2 S + 2MaS = MaS (a·+ 2), n n n (53) 
- - -- - -----------------·· ... --. ------· . ~-- -· -- - ,--- - -- -
• •. ,.;! 
an expression which is frue for all P(x,y) in the region G around C. 
,, 
' ·'(. 
But S ' = sup ( / u _;\.., u J + / p ·. 1· -- p / + f q q I) hence ,.,. .. n+1 n n+1 n n+ n n+1 - n ' / 
• I •· •• ••• -
., 
, I·. ::, '.i • 
.r"'-· '._ 
. . 
. ..... -. -···· ""' 
... /··· 
·s ~ .)'-'faS (a+ 2)o Let us choose·a so small th~t ~O < Ma(a+2) =O(< 1 • . n+1 n. 
.. : 
. L Then S = S · tX < S o n+1 n n 
Consider th~ serie~s, 
~-· .I -






.... , . :~ ."' \ 
'··--.,-.- -----······· .. ·. -_ ... -·.·-· . . . 
\ I· . 
. 



















.- ___ , 
i' 
t:,"'. 





+ (u --- u ). + 
1 0 
... , -
. •· .. ·+· (u 
t.- ~ 
( ., 
i' ' ,, 
Page 30-
n 
- tJ , ) + •• 
n-1 
.. ~· --
· whose. sum to· .. n : te·rms is u. 1 • n- . For at·t x,y 
' . in the domain conaidered 
0 
t.his is dom·ina-ted by the convergent geometric-series 
I , 
(I,. 2 + • • • ) > 





+ (u - u) + 1, o • . 0 • 
' ) 
/ / 
S1 + S2 + S3 + 




+ (u -· u ) + n . , n-1 
i 
• • • 




= t im u · (", y) 
n~oo n 
where u(x,y) i.~~ the Limit of a uniformly convergent_ sequence of 
I 
continuous functions and hence is continuous. AnatogousLy, if 
... 
. (t 
we consider pg + ( p 1 - p 0) + • • • and we··,-
know 
p O + ( p 1 - p O) + Cl Cl O ~ s 1 ' + s 2 + 01 '0 0 < s 1 ( 1 + 2 0( + ex. + ••• ) 
yielding 




p(x,y) = Limp (x,y), a continuous function; and 
n~ co n . 
J 
q(x,y) = Lim q (x,y) also a continuous function. 
n~oo n 
u(x,y) = Lim u (x,y) 
n-.. ex, n 
~-
p ( x, y) = Lim' p (x,y) 
_ h~ eo '-1 
.... 
= j, (f., TJ, u, p, q) d"f,dTJ 
<..::J-
R 
=) f (x, TJ, u,p,,q)dTJ 
8 
I? . 
q(x,y) = L i.m q (x,y) =f f(F,,y, u,p, q)d'f. 
h~ co n A 




_u (x,y) = J,(x,TJ,u,p,q)dTJ = X , 








u· (x,y) = / f(~,Y, u1p~ .. q)d~ = r • • • j '_o.• .. -,:.. .... -. ·. , 
y . A 
·' ··-·'"':: 
q(x,y). 
k-~,·--~ .,.,. " ..... 
'_I 
.Yt. -~·-. 
·:,\ , ... 























- . . . ·~ . . .. . 
.,. 
.f .. 








•' . , 
---·- __ -::::..._,, __ .:::::-!". _______ ,_,_. -·--··-· .• ·-- , ... _________ -·· 
~' ,: . ·. - '·-· . -~· ... 
.• ! . 0 
\ 
.... ; ...... ,1 
. .~ . 
,---~~·-




-To, compl_ete the argument, ,it remains to sn\ow that u(x,y) ia 
a "inique soLutiotto Suppose there exist solutions u(1J, u(2 ) of,. 
,, I 
equation (48), such that 
uf 1) (x,y) ::r /,Cf.., 11,,u( 1) ,P ( 1 ), q(1) )dl.d11 and 
• ~ 
'-l ,.,-: 
u (.2J ( x, y) = j, (l., Ti, u( 2 ), pr2 ), q(2 ))dl.d'11. 
Q 
·We set w(x,y) (1) = u .. (2) ~ - u an~ proceed to show that w must be 
I 
{denticaLLy ze~Oo 
By defini1tion we l<now, 
1.1-,, 
i' ( ) . Jr ( "f: (1) ( 1) c 1)) w )(, y = f ~, T), u 'p , q - f (F., Tl, / 2> ,,/2 ), q ( 2 ) .i} dl.d'TJ 
c:::I 
( , J[f , n ·.( 1) ( 1) '"( 1)) W X ~ y) = J ( X 1 ·, 1 U I p I q 
)C 8 
f( T) (2) (2) (2)r)]dn 
- )( I J U Ip I q •t ~ 
. 
~ p_ 
= J r, ( , u < 1 J < 1J c 1 J J _ , c , . < 2 J . < 2 J < 2) J\, d ~ L1 '-=>,Y, ,P ,q - '">,Y,U ,P ,q 'J 
A 
·-· -~-- -------~.,., ..... .._ --,--- ~~..,. ·- -~---, ' 
Applying the· Law of the mean and setting, 
W = sup(/wl + lw 1·+ /w J) )( y 
we obtain 
:1 
<'.~ ii <1J / w( x, y )/ <j [( I u - _ p(2),.;p-+ Jq(1) _ q(2)(.f }1F.d'1' 





Analogously, fwx/ < WMa an 1d· }w / ~ WMa. 




·- It is then true that W = sup{1wl .+·- Jw J +/w /) = WMa(a + 2) = 
. . . X .·. y .. 






r ' , . 
t . 





i\. (. ,, 
- I 
~1_,,,c,_1.,-0 ,. r,:,,,. . 
····r· .... -.,. ~ -~,;.,,,; "'"'. ,. ' . 







'" .... ' 
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3.5 As was· previau~-~r.· mentioned,, the Line·ar hyperbolic 
• ,1', 




Limiting the size of the- dot:'ain integra.ted over may.be om(tterJ. 
,<' 
.... . 
This is true since if we consider .,.. 
.. :.,, 
\.. 
u =o<.u +/u +du+~ 
xy X y (56). 
r 
whe,:e· a,/,r,r are continuous functions of X and Y, we may inte-
grat~ the right mem~er over an entire· dbmain containing C and 
need not make the ~estrictions Ma< K, Maf <. K which Limit the 
\ 
\, 
discussion to 'a small strip containing.Co Following the preceding 
J 
development, we set 
' Assuming we choose u i·n ·such a fashion that · 
0 
·sup max(/u 0 (P)/, /p~(P)f, (q 0 (P)/)c: L, 
~ 







.. .•, _l '. 
,, 
... .J,;-x~_il''~,· i t, ' 
'' 
~ --3ML J dQTJ . . 
. •, .•· ... -, ... 
"""" CJ 
If we assume the domain under C 
consideration about C "Lies in 
\. 
the first quadrant, as in trre- t, 
• , , , , • ••N ~..,;,.,,,_ •• O,•••-•-•..._ ... ~•••••-•••m•• > •,• .,,,u,, '""""' • •"<• ,,,,, "'" 
•••••.••, .- .. •o ··---.. ~~-. ·--··.• ·••-P,• -ONOOO•, '' ' 
diagram, we ·shalt not be intro-
·,. 
1)-
d uc i ng a new restriction since 














·' .. -· .,.. ··~~-, -~-
... b.y trans Lat ion of axes we can always_ reduce the 
....... 
-~ f £ . . /, 
· case. Then /u 1(P)/ = 3ML jd°f,dTJ,= 3MLv d~d11~= 








- . B , -· . ,. 
£ 
.P 1 p 
. -~ ~ ... \ ~ . 
---
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\[~~ 
problem to this 
·2 
""'U'L ,,JI 3.u• ' (x +.y) ~~I xy ~ ~~ 2 • 
· /p 1 (P)/ ~ 3HL / dn ~ 3HL j' dTJ. = 3MLy ! 3ML(,c + y). 




= i .. _ /" (rx.p. . + f) q J O ,.. 0 
A 
,, 
.Thfat is, ' 
. . 




(P)/ < 3ML (x+y) 
2 ' /p',-(P)/ ~ 3ML(x+y), /q 1 (P)/ <. 3ML(x+y).'. 
Let H = sup(2 + ~:7), K· = MH. 
the inequalities, 
~- n+ 1 
/ u.,,.(P)/ ~ 3MLKn- 7 (x+y) 
,, .J (n+1)l 
-~ 
'-






. .-':'.. We note that the above estimates for /u_1 (P)/, /q 1 (P)/, /p 1 (P)/ 
---~,----.--..- ~-~- -~ . - - --
'•' 
- -- - - . -- _______ ....... ~··· ~ ,-- - -
t 
.. 
satisfy these inequalitie~ for n = 1o 
t·· 
A s. s ume th a b t.......r------"'l 
' . '-\ 
n 
l u (P)'r~ 3MLKn-2 (x+t,), /J¥n_ 1(P)/ n-1 n! -
· · n-1 





2 (f,, + T) )_~-7 d f.d11 
· (n-1)! . 
" 
· · n-1 




. : ... : : .... · . 
Si_milarLy,. 
-:ll ._). 










































. MH • 3ML-Kn--2 ·(x )n ·L + ~ -
• n! 




3Ml..Kn- 1 (x y)n -/p~(P)/ L + - I 




·.· '.-' '.': . - . ;' .. ~ '·. • -: ..... i . \'' ' . '/ ~ ,. ··.:· ~ 
I 
In . . exact Ly .the same manner, 
.:'> 
... 
3ML~- 1 ( )( )" 
....,;., 
~ + y f qn (P ~) -
nl 0 
1:· .· 




h": o n . .,,., 
. ,If; 
CJ:,) 
where the right.member ·is an exponential se,ries; · Hence [..u (x,y) 
n=o n 
converges to a limit, u(x,y) 9 which is continuous along wit!;, its 
M-I f,'.i~f first partial derivatives in the e;tire domain containing C. 
. .A_ ' 







L + 3MLK- 1 f fi<(xn; y)]"= L + 3MLK- 1 [eK(x+y) -




and. thus p(x,y) and q(x,y) exist and are continuous in the domain 
-under consideration. Uniquen~ of the solution can betsnown in 
. . the the preceding development. • same manner as tn 
ln~tead of giving boundary values fo~ u, u ' )( and u y 
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'«'"· "'i ,,. ' . . 
:,,. 
'f''" ,-1 '! I l 
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Linear hyperbolic -equation by specifying the values of u(x,y) -
along any two chara9teristics which intersect. . . ALL the previous 
' 
·deveLopment wi(J .. still follow if·we replace the reg·ion·-APBby the 
.. -
rec_tang\Le bounded by the two charac_teristics dnd by two/' tines 
through P perpendicular to the~e. 
f lgure. By changing variables from 
,... 
y = y-- y 0 , we obtain a problem 1 
( 
in which the positive x and y axes 
_ cons t i t u t e the ill> i t i a t curve • 
Final Ly, if w'e define 




(60) " f(x,y) = u(x,O) + u(~,y) -·u(O,O), = u( 'f, y) - ~(x, y),, 
then as before we can simply consrr the case when u(x,y) ; 0 
on th~ two positive ~xes. 
,~ 
3o7 A-t this point we would like to be able to express the 
µnique solution to the Cauchy prob Lem in terms of its coefficients~ 
This will be possible for the linear hyperbolic equation,tif we 
introduce the method of Riemann operators. Consider 
u + ci. u + /i u + , u + S" . = · 0 o xy X y 
-"~ 
. .,._, .. 





L (u) - u + d..u +/Ju + a'u - ft( XI Y) -
- • xy )( ' y 
..r Define the a~joint ~operator M by 
M(v) = V - (vo<) 
xy X 





' ·y + 'Iv = V , -x.v V (){· X 
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.... ··- \;-• - . ; 
.. ,.,,-~--' 
.<a.' 
.... , ... 
+ UV =' ' (ViJI _ ) ., - ( V U) 
Jt y . , ·x y : y " 
vO(u . =. V '0( u + V oc u + vtX u - . UV 0( - UV f.X = ( voe u) . - u ( V «) 




















vL(u) uM(v) = (-uv·-·+ uv«) y X + (vu· X 
.. 












~Suppose we are given values of u, '1 . 
•· 
' . 




. ' trary, and the straight lines PA 
and PB are characteristics. Then 
----------------- >( 
i~ by Green's Theorem :1. 
"\ \ 
_.,.,. ___ . 
and from equation (66), 
., . 
--.. --=-A_ 
t. uvot] dTl ,- {vu/;.+ uvp] di; + [f uvT) + uv«J dTl 
... , P '7" . A 
:{ 
(. 6·7) . { .. 
. . . 
B ,-
= ./ [ u( -v T) + voe) dl'l 
A··. 
- v(ul; +_uf)dl;] +j'u(-vT)+v"')dTJ,-/v(ul;+uf)d(.. 
8 p ~-
JiQ~ever_, 
A A A \ A J vu'f/1; - UV r - J uv,dl; - u(A)v(A) - u(P)v(P) - / uvl;cil; - • 
p p p A . 
































'- ,f,. ' j"'t! • .l~I ,, ' • .. 
- -··-- ··-··-~-.- --.- /:··;;··Jl:· -·· ---· .. ~ -- - ·- - - .. ---- _____ _] ' --~·~·L--: .. ~··-_I, .. ·-·-·- ·-·- -~. ·-····-··-----·--,'--""'- ·--~.------"l.=--,--------- ·---··-- - .... --
~ t ,, { ., 
... 





_if-_r;::-·· -·\;- . -V~~ , . .,. . 
, , ,.'''''. !J [vL ( u) - uH( v)] 
~ 
8 
d'cf!'I = /[u(-vTI + v(J()d"I 
A . _/ 
~ - (68).~ 
- v(u~ +up)d~] 
p 
. A. . 
+ J u(-v 
. - 8 . Tl 









t Let---us choose 1 v as a.function of-~ and 11 depend_ing on the. parameter• 
x_ a_n d y, exp res s e d a .s v = v ( x, y ; ~, Tl) 1 so th a t v s a t i s f i es the ,, 
f 
following thre•· r~lations: 
' M(v) 
- o, dv ( x,. l. ; x ,. Tl J -
arr 
av ( X t l. i 'f, 2 l. ;· 
t ar, 
r 
If we integrate the second 
1l 
av(X 1 l_jXt T)) f 811 
- ~(x,~) v(x,y;x, Tl]), -
-. 
- p (F,, y) v· (" , y i F, , y) • 








Tl v(x,y;x,Tl) 0 .... • 11.:.tl• :: 0 




Similarly the third equation yields: 
f~ 
~ ~ 












y = T). Then we obtain fhe following set o_f conditions necessarily 
. 0 
satisfied by v: 
M(v) = O, 
f Tl: °' (:ic, Tl) d11 
V ( JC I y j X I l)-) = e y I V ( JC I y j ~ 1 y) .. 
(70) 
''j . f~ ft(~,y)d~ 
X 
= _9 • 
.. 
Notice thcit (70) donsi.sts of a second order dif~erentiat ;quatio~ 
f 
~ in v with boundary conditions··whieh v must satisfy along two 
\ 
-- ,-~- --y- ' -
.r 
' '. -- .• ,.·' ,, ·•·.· . ,.,,,. ·'··-··· .,._...-.- .. ;.'·:.,,·.<_.,:,_:_,; ...... 
' \ 
,· 
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characterist·ic·s AP and BP meeting at a ·point P. We have .seen · 
that such a problem has --a unique solution valid-for p·oints in·· . 
. a doma"':;in containing C. Hence there wiLL exist a function satis-




We shat L ca f L RL ( x, y; 'f,, Tl) the Riemann Fµnc t ion of the operator· L. 
·~ 
£qua ti on (68) then beco)nes. - I .. 
8 
'·· ' 
- uM(vJ] d/;;dTJ = j' [u(-vT) +<X v)dTJ -
. A. - .. 
(vui;;+ uvf )di;;]+ 








. . -, .. -
_ ...... ;~ J ; ' 
: Ii 




B . FJ 
(72) 
Note that u(B)v(B) u(A)v(A) = / d(uv)_ = }'[d(uv) dF. + ,l(uv) dTJJ 
A A · a~ . 8T') 
B 
= £ [uvi;;+ul,v]d'F,, + [uvTt+uTJvJ dTJ. 
A-
Hence equation (72) becomes 
B 
u(P) = u(B)V"('S) - j[(uvl;; 
A 
UV p )d~ + 
j jv f ( I;; , T) J d I;; d T) , 
CJ 
Combining equation~ (72) ·and (Z.3) yie.Lds 
· ......•.. 8 
~ f 








u(A)v(A) +~[(vu,+ vuJ - uvl;; + uvf)dl, +-
•. 
;,.- ,; ,1·,:.-;::~;_.,·. 
(uv 11 - uvD< - VUT) -
",.,. 
,.-





• --··--·----·--. •· "1 :-
. ·+ ' 





























~".j iEf.{ ~. \1G:· 
J~ 
:.;;" ~ 
Iii / . . . 
.•.. §,.:! H~ 
i~ 
;~~~:·-: 























+ / /RL ( x, y; ~. 11) ~ (l,., l'l)dl,.dl'J-. . 
. ~ ., 
(14) 
\ 
u(P) = u(x,y) can then be'fomputed since the right member depends 
on R L and know_,,:>-- functions o 
have 




. J 5[ vL cu) - uM( v J] df,.d'fl = Juc-v I') + « v )di') 
, RO+'% f Cl 
- fv ( ul,. + f u)dl,.. ( 5) 
t>S+?~ 
. \ 
Taking "i-11-t·,o acc/ount the identities \ 
A 
J vu~dl, p 
.. 
D 
J uv 11 dT'f A 














-J - u(D)v(D) - u( A}.v( A) vu~d11 and recaL ting -
A J, 
A 'l':}r1.. B 
= u(bJv(D) + J v ( un -1- ex u) d11 + J v ( u-,:: + p u)<:1r~ + 
,. D ., D ~ ~ 









;~» 11) where". analogously, RM is the Riemann 
_June ti on of . the operator Mo Hence} L ( u) = O, <{Tt !... ex u = "O, 
u~ -Pu :::0, .u(D)= 1o Applying these conditions to equatio-n-(76) 
we obtain 
•. , 
u(P) =·· Ru(x gy ;x,y) = RL(xgy;x ,Y ) 
,~ 0 0 
.o 0 
(7-7.) 
.. ! ' 
l' 
1, 
- -,. '·.:'<-:. -' p ·,~ 
, 
· 3 o 8 · Now L e t us t urn our a t ten t i on t o t he case wh.e n · th ef, 
.. 
'•!1. I ~ 
t,inear ·hyperbolic equation is expressed in terms of a parameter?", 
•-" 
) \ t. 







.• - ·", ' 
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J ' :,.', .. $ ir:/ ' · -::·: · '..j; 1Hi._ . 
I, ,.· ~11 
I J,.j,~ ... ,f ' 
... 
', ~-
, ..:_,;- ·•. 
(78) 
Let us assum~ f is continuous with respect to alt variable, and 
'" 
has continuous first partiat·derivati·ves with respect to u, p, _q 
-~ 
. 
in a certain domain of .the xy-ptane, for a· particular domain of 
. ! 
;..,, ... 
values of u, p, q and f~r alt~ ~ithin a certain inter~aL. · Suppose 





f are continuous with respect to~ over q 
t he i n ·t e rv a L in q u es t i on and th a t 1" i s a po i n t i n th a t · i n t e rv a L • 
0 
It is possible to show that under these conditions a solution of 
equation (78) exists and is continuous with respect tor for alt 
' . 
-r i n t he 'Ln t e rv a L o In addition we will show that there exists a 
funct,-ion w defined in terms of a solution to equation (78) and 
t . _r • , c r ", nn sa ·-·J ···;:, the same conditions ,as a solution u(x,y) to equation (41), 
that- • ts, 
.. 
w, w, w will be identic~tly zerp on the cu~v~ C and w )( y 
wilt satisfy a linear second order partial differential equation 
. ' 
Written in terms Of W 1 W I W ·o )( y 
To jqsfify the statement that. ~ol')ti-nuity of f imp Lies that 
·' 
there exists a solution to equation (78) contihuous in r, we note 
that for a sufficiently small 1.nterval containing , , the integrals 
' 0 
defining u, p, q in equations (50) will be again well-defined 
n n · n 
and·'· hence the series in equat·ion (54) will converge uniformly to 
a Limit which we shat l ca~L u(x,y,r) the solution in question. 
S i m i L. a.r Ly p ( x , y, 'T) Q. n d q ( x , y, 'i) , e, x i s t o Hence if f is a continuous' 
fun-ct ion ri'f ,,·,,·so· i:s .u(x,y,1").. 
I 
It is ~tso true that the existence 
:) 
-and C On t i nu. i ,t y O f f ?- imp L i e s- the e X i S t en Ce and C On t i n U i t y O f u.,.. • 
.. e 
:.__ .. 














\ I \ 
' . .I 
., .,, ' 
-- ,_ . / ,. 
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,I. 
.:.:, ........ , ... 
.. 
-,. 





U (x ·, YI '/" ) : U I p ( )t I YI 'r ) : p - I. . q ( )t I Y I l'fw ) : q • ~ 
_ 0 0 0 0 _ _ 0 .o 
(79) 
-~-




f ( x, y, p ( x, y, ,,_), q ( x ,' y_, 1"), ··ii ( x, y, .,,.- ) , 'r) . aid when 7 = ·?-' , 
0 
< I 
2 a u( X --y ~ ) 




= f(x,y,p(x,y,'t' ), q(x,y, ?- ),u(x,y, T ), r) 
- 0 0 _ 0 0 
= f(x,y,p ,q ,u, r )o 




We have proved __ ~previousty that arbi.trary boundary conditions may 
be imposed on the values of u, p 9 q on the curve C. Thus Let 
p = q = u = ·o on Co 
._ - I 
, .. /-~ 




















'T - ,,., 
0 







u ( ,i, y, ,,__ ) -














__ and differentiating once more,. we obta.in, \ 
w Cx,y,1" 1 
xy J 
\ 
\J (x,y,1") - u (x,y, T) 
= Xl._ xy - 0 : ·.;• 
-r - 'T' 
o· 
= f ( X ," y, p , q, u, T) - f ( X g Yi p I q I U 1 -7 ) • 
· -~ 0 ~ - 0 
.,.. - 'T '"-'• 
0 
____ .. -. 
. t:~ 
-' 
··~.~ . .;~.:. .: _ ....... ....-- . 
·i 
·, 
Adding and subtracting sqitabte terms and s·ubstituting the retations, .. ·"···· 






. _( . ..... 
I 













.... · .. • •• ·' 1,"' ''.,:' •. •'•_:_,.: 
; .. .-. /. '•,·/. 
~-·· < 
given in equa·t'ion (82) yields- ~.· 
W· (x,y,r)· = 
xy . 
,,,·, 
. ' .... ~·· 





f ( )(, y I;,, q I u~ T-) - f (", y Ip I q I u, r) 
. 0 + 
p ~._Po 
f(x,y,p , q, u,~) - f (x,y,p , q ., u,"'r) 
0 · 0, ~ .. · 
~ q-qo·, 
f ( )( , y I p O I q o· , u·, -r) f ( )( I y, p , q , u I?') . 
W . 0 0 0 · 
u - u 
0 
f(x~y,p ,q ,u ,1"') - f(x,y,p ,q ,u ,1'"') 







Naturally,. if p- = p we define the coeffic\ient of w to be·, 
0 " 





u = u . 
0 Hence, when 7 F 1" equation (83) is a linear equation 
Ji of 
! 
in w with continuous coefficientso Notice t.hat on C, u = p = q =-~O 
for aL-l 1- and thus by definition w(x,y,1"') = J). It follows that on 
C,w-=w 
X y W- kn t'\\AI ,}; 
1
..... y ~ ' - ~ .; .. ~- -
'!:' •• ..., .. ., YY\.-\, , I / C'""''~'..:a 
0 
since· in this case we 
allow1"4~cand the coefficients in equation (83) will take on 
their respective limitso 
l That 
• ts, 
w (x,y,"r) - w (x,y, "r )f (x,y,p ,q ,u .~.) + 





w ( X, y, I ) f. ( X, y, p , q . ', U· , ·-r ) + w( X, y I r ) f (" I y. p ' q , u , 'I) . + . y o q · - o·· --o o o· - o · u . o o o o 
. .. . . ..• .. ' 
f~(x,y,p ,q ,u ,,- Jo 
· 0 0 0 0 
Note also that 
w(x,y, ~ ) 
0 
- Lim u(x,y~'t') - u( X I y 1 't° ) 
. 0 = 
"Y - .,.. 
0 
,I 
( u,,_) • 
1"-:. 1""0 .. 
3.9 £ar·(i.er we determined that in our discussion of general 
~ ~ 




acteristic curve· in at most ~ne point. 
,. 
·, •• ,·-,., -•----,--• ,,c..,.-----:-~,, -• •• ,.,•, ,C oY '.· ,, ,••• ' ••.':, •;.,. ,• .-- • --~ ~ '0 •• • ' • 
' 
~' 

































n_eJ:essary condi·tion, Let .us consider a curve C meeting a char-... 
acteristic y = a in two points P(x 1 ,a) and Q(x2 ,a). 1./et the 
. . 
hyperbolic equation in question be u 
xy 
·o 1---· _. Then 
1· 
u y 




- u (P) = y 0 , -
u (P) and ·thus we can not arbitrari Ly y 







retied heavily upon in the. preceding. dischussions. Hence·.the re- " 
quirement that C meet any characteristic in no more tha~ one 
c,~-
p o in t mus t f o l l ow. 
3.10 As we mentioned previously, the requiremen~ that 
values of u,u ,u be specified along C may be replaced by the )( y 
f condition thal va1ues of u are given along segments 4f two ,chqr-
acteristics having a common endpoint, where u is continuous and b 
" possesses continuous derivatives along each characteristic.,, We 
/ 
can show that the latter condition may be generalized so that 
when vo.luts of u are given along,. __ ~ characteristic and a particu-
.\~ tar curve whi,ch cros,~es no characteristic twice, then we may tJ 
determine Uo 
An example would be to specify 
values of u along the positive x-axis 
and the curve x = w(y) in the first 
quadrant passing through the'' or;igin, 
• 
. J 





as tn the diagram • That . is, set, 
,. <"••-••"•••••••- on-•••"""'"'•-·•••••• ' • ,-.., , ' 
, 4 '. 
u(x,O) = f(x), u(w(y),y) = f(y) and 
note that ~(O) = 'Jt(..o). o--==~-----;-------i~--•,-4tx ~ N 
Integrating 
. t ' \ .• I 
\ 







' . .r.-, .. 












. ·~ .. 
'j '. 
.:·,:· '., .... ,·: ~-
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:· ' .. ~ ;:., ... 
the hyperbolic equation u =i O,· we have 
l xy 
f u'f.ridl,dri )C y 0 - =J j' cir.,, d'f.dl'J - QNPM . w(y) _O 
.-
·, 
- u(x,y) u(w(y )·, y) 
-
u.(x,O) + u(w(y),o). 
I 
....... , .. 
r . 
-~ Taki~g the above initial conditions into account this can be 
'1 •. .i 
written 
u(x,y) = \Jl(y) + CJ)(x) '. - <f(w(y)) = u(M) + u(N) - u(O) ~· ""' (84) 
• Suppose we attempt to extend. this argument to two curves, 
' 
neither crossin~ any characteristic more than once, and Lying in 
adjacenf quadra~tso Suppose further we specify the values of u, 
u ,u. al~ng one curv~, say x = w 1· (j) and along the second x =·w2 (y) )( y 0 
we give values for Uo If we cons i-der· t-he equation u = O, we see · 
xy 
t ha t t he c o e f f i c i en t s · o f a l l t e rm s are c on t i nu o us w i t h · c on t in u o us 
;, " . \ 
' derivat iveso By our P,Z~:iot-1s work we kno~, that a unique i50Lution 
l 
u 1 (x,y) will exist ev,erywhere • j vJ l- t~'> tn 
,:, 
the • between .the • and 1--region x ~ax t .s 
. C Then • the value along / ·1. using u1 . .I '",,,, 
the . (a characteristic x-axts ---------~-.,.....,..,-.......,--,.--~:-,. '"' 
curve) and the specified valu~ u 
-I ~ 
along c2 we obtain·a unique solu- ) .. 
--- -·. ------- .... - --1- ' __ --- ----·--·--·- . -----· -·-··--· ---- ----~- -· ---e,--- -·--···-- --- ---
ti on u 2 ( x, y) in t.he-rifgton be tween . , 1 
Iv,(!,) ) ; 
. the x-axis and c2 • - Of course, we want the two values u 1 
and u
2 
• ...... "'.' - -.--- .. --'-"·--'"'--"
2
--~--'-,·- ----.,-·-·-ta· ··gJve·· a· SO l iJ t ion ·--ti{~, y)· W 1 th Cont in U OU S fir S t part i a£ de r i va-
\ 
ti ves o In odr p~evious discussion of discontinuities of the 
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~~·-· first derivat·ive must exist at· at.L .. poliili of the curve .or at ) none. 
H~t•c.e, i t i s s u f f i c i en t t o 'h a-v e u 1 · ( 0, 0) = u2 (0,0). 
y -. 1 
If we fhen let r .. 
Vt (y) =· ·u(w2 (y),yJ_ 
, f 
we find by equation . (84) 
. u 1 (0, 0) = \f, ( 0) - u 1 ( w 2 ( 0) , 0) w 2 ( 0) , 
y X 
and then since ~ 2 (o) = o· and w2(o) = 1 at (O,O) we have 
"' -
·Q.r· 
u 1 (O,O) = '\1, 1(0) 
y 
- ·u (O,O) 1 
)( 




In the accompanying figure Let us specify the/auchy condi-
~ 
-~ 
·· _t_ions ~'ux,uy along c1 and values of u along c2 and c3 , and draw 
• ·' l"J' 
·' 
\ 
i n ·the ch a .ra c t er i s t i c s AD, BE, 
DF, etc. On section I there 
· exists a unique solution u(x 9 y) 
by our previous worko By the 
./ 
immediately _preceding case, u. 
I . 
,, 
will be determined on sections 
,{ J 
'I < 
I l and I I 1 ; =-i t w i l l b e de t e r -
, 
mine~ on IV by the stipulat(oh 
. l 
that a solution exists if values 
r 





of u. are given ~a:l ong two intersecting characteristics ( AD, 8£) . 
• •• ... , •• ,"'" +--" < " • w• ,.,,. .... _.,, ,,-•,.,,''°"'OP••"••""~" -"w-,• • W ••• """•"' - •••• ••' '"-" .,, ',·•• 
.. 
Al L thaf remains to do 'is to repeat these arguments for al L 
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